Proposed federal rules on Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs)

The joke going around is that “ACO” really stands for “Abundant Consulting Opportunities” for attorneys and practice management experts. A nationwide scramble to make sense of ACOs was touched off on March 31. That was the day five federal agencies – the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), the Inspector General, the Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission and the Internal Revenue Service – all released their coordinated proposals for how Accountable Care Organizations will be implemented, supposedly starting as early as January 1, 2012.

A sixty-day public comment period opened on April 7 and will run through June 6. The agencies will then draft final regulations for ACOs, a process that could take months and result in ACOs that look substantially different from what is currently proposed.

The Rhode Island Medical Society provided its members with a free two-hour introduction to ACOs and COOPs (Consumer Operated and Oriented Plans) on April 14. The seminar attracted 89 registrants and featured three experts on the still-emerging ACO and COOP models: Henry Allen, Esq., Senior Attorney for Advocacy with the AMA; Elias Matsakis, Esq., partner in the Chicago law firm Holland & Knight; and RIMS’ own general counsel, Jeffrey F. Chase-Lubitz, Esq., of Donoghue, Barrett & Singal (Providence office).

The AMA offers all physicians a rich and growing online library of resources on ACOs and COOPs at http://www.ama-assn.org/go/acoo under the title Manual for Physicians Navigating a Post-Health Reform World.

AMA, RIMS and other national and state medical societies continue to analyze the proposals and will cooperate in providing feedback to the federal agencies by the June 6 deadline.

In addition, RIMS has been meeting with its counterparts in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania and with AMA representatives to explore possibilities for regional collaboration. The medical societies want to help doctors seize whatever opportunities ACOs, COOPs and MEWAs (Multi-Employer Welfare Arrangements) may present to boost physician leadership and influence in the changing landscape of health care.

The year-old federal health care reform law and the new first draft of regulations envision ACOs as voluntary groupings or networks of independent doctors and/or large medical practices, potentially in partnership with hospitals, federally qualified health centers, suppliers and even commercial health insurance plans. By working together to coordinate care, the ACO participants are supposed to share in the money they save for Medicare, while maintaining quality.

In order to be certified as an ACO and thus become eligible to share in the anticipated savings, the organization must include enough primary care physicians (defined by the proposed regulations as general internists, family physicians or geriatricians) to care for a minimum of five thousand Medicare patients. Those primary care physicians must be exclusively committed to a single ACO. Medical and surgical subspecialists, hospitals, health centers, rural clinics or other potential ACO partners need not be exclusively committed to a single ACO.
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“Sorry” gets a hearing in the House

On March 22, the House Judiciary Committee of the Rhode Island House of Representatives took up H-5255, a Medical Society initiative that would enable physicians to express sympathy and regret for a patient’s disappointing outcome without incurring immediate liability by the simple act of making such natural, human gestures of empathy. The bill was introduced again this year at the Medical Society’s request by Representative Joseph McNamara (D-Cranston, Warwick). A companion bill (S-348) has once again been introduced in the Senate at RIMS’ request by Senator Rhoda Perry. The legislation makes “benevolent gestures” inadmissible as evidence, in themselves, of liability in a lawsuit alleging medical malpractice.

The Medical Society led off the hearing with coordinated testimony by Dr. Michael Migliori, Dr. Nitin Damle, Dr. Alyn Adrain, Dr. Elaine Jones and Brown medical students Steve Lee, MD ’11, and Reshma Ramachandran, MD ’13. RIMS was supported by testimony from representatives of the Rhode Island Hospital Association, the NORCAL Mutual Insurance Company, and the professional associations of Rhode Island dentists, podiatrists and pharmacists.

Opposing RIMS’ bill again this year is the Rhode Island Association for Justice [formerly known as the Rhode Island Trial Lawyers Association]. The RIAJ and some members of the House Judiciary Committee questioned whether the disclosure requirements imposed by The Joint Commission make RIMS’ legislation superfluous. Supporters of RIMS’ bill explained that, on the contrary, current Rhode Island law puts physicians in an untenable position, because it is inconsistent with Joint Commission rules and leaves physicians open, in effect, to being punished for complying with Joint Commission requirements.

Widely known as “I’m sorry” legislation, the idea of encouraging rather than punishing dialogue between doctors and patients and their families is no longer new. Thirty-five states, including all five other New England states, have already enacted legislation...
Congressional committees move medical liability bill

By a vote of 18 to 15, the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives approved HR-5, the HEALTH Act, (Help Efficient, Accessible, Low-cost Timely Health Care). The bill would institute a $250,000 cap on non-economic damages in states without caps. State laws that provide for higher or lower damage caps on non-economic damages would not be preempted.

Committee deliberations became contentious when a minority of Republicans agreed with Democrats that medical liability is traditionally regulated by the states and that the federal government should not pass a bill that allows for the preemption of state law. The bill is currently before the House Committee on Energy & Commerce.

A Senate companion bill, S.218, has been referred to the Judiciary Committee.

Members of the House Judiciary Committee are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEGISLATOR</th>
<th>APPOINTMENT</th>
<th>E-MAIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Edith H. Ajello</td>
<td>Chairperson</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-ajello@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-ajello@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Michael J. Marcello</td>
<td>Vice Chairperson</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-marcello@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-marcello@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Christopher R. Blazejewski</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-blazejewski@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-blazejewski@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Jon D. Brien</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-brien@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-brien@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Michael W. Chippendale</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-chippendale@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-chippendale@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Doreen Marie Costa</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-costa@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-costa@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. John J. DeSimone</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-desimone@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-desimone@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Robert E. Flaherty</td>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-flaherty@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-flaherty@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Donald J. Lally Jr.</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-lally@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-lally@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Charlene Lima</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-lima@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-lima@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Peter F. Martin</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-martin@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-martin@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Richard P. Morrison</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-morrison@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-morrison@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. J. Patrick O’Neill</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-oneill@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-oneill@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. Michael A. Tarro</td>
<td>Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rep-tarro@rilin.state.ri.us">rep-tarro@rilin.state.ri.us</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

simlar to what RIMS has proposed for Rhode Island. In the wake of the abundant publicity surrounding the Michael Woods case and its resolution in 2009, the 2010 General Assembly session seemed ready at last to enact the Medical Society’s bill. However, opponents still managed to kill RIMS’ bill last year, as in previous years.

Other objections raised by opponents to the bill are that its reference to The Joint Commission impermissibly cedes state authority to an outside organization and that physicians could preempt adverse litigation simply by proactively apologizing. The preemption argument is easily dismissed: the evidentiary privilege that RIMS’ bill would establish is narrow and would exclude from admissibility only the doctor’s benevolent gestures in the wake of an unanticipated outcome. Like any other viable case, a meritorious lawsuit against the doctor would still have to be built on substantial evidence.

A hearing in the Senate is expected to take place within the next few weeks.
that will be taking care of you today.” The nurse who was at the head of the bed tending to a laceration on the forehead of this patient looked up and beamed. The sense of inclusion and acknowledgement of everyone’s value on the health care team was palpable. Although I was running around trying to juggle the care of a dozen sick patients, I stopped mid-stride in awe. I was inspired.

When the resident presented the case to me, I heaped praise upon him for that introduction. As a faculty member, I confess I am frequently learning from the residents, and everyone else around me. I quickly borrowed this play from his playbook, and incorporated the phrase into my own introduction to the same patient.

However, the family’s reaction startled me. The patient’s daughter assertively fired back, “We don’t want a goddamn team taking care of my mother! We want one doctor who knows what’s going on! Not a team that has to rely on one telling the next what’s going on with my mother!”

Wow. Not what I expected, but even more thought-provoking. I reassured her I was the captain of the ship on that emergency department visit, with sole responsibility for everything that happened to her mom. At the same time I knew I would be staying late on that shift to keep my promise to her.

The concept of a single trusted caregiver remains central to the doctor-patient relationship. That concept has not faded in patients’ minds despite shorter resident hours imposed by the ACGME, the enormous growth of hospitalists, and the complexities of EHRs that do or do not interface. Keeping our promise to patients means taking overarching responsibility for care, and ensuring excellent communication with consultants and colleagues in the inevitable handoffs in our system. Will Patient Centered Medical Homes, and projects on improving communication and transitions of care solve that issue? I think we will always want one doctor who is there for us, who “knows what’s going on.”

Communication between providers is but one element embedded in Accountable Care Organizations, aka ACOs. For months we were awash in discussion about the nebulous concept of ACOs without much detail, awaiting clarification from CMS, the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. Some physicians had not even heard the term yet, while others were racing to form them.

As most of you know, the hotly anticipated draft regulations were finally released March 31, 2011. RIMS hosted an educational session on April 14th with 3 outstanding attorneys who have pored over the roughly 500 pages of regulatory clarifications on ACOs, COOPs and MEWAs. The event was well attended, and RIMS members engaged our panelists with insightful questions and comments.

We all want to be prepared and positioned for the future, but it is difficult trying to navigate through the fog without radar, a chart plotter, or even an exact destination. Now that the fog is lifting, many think ACO is a destination they will bypass for now. Yet on some level ACOs, COOPs and MEWAs seem to be timely catalysts for physicians to consider aggregating into larger groups. Experience has shown that larger groups empower their physician members. And physician empowerment has been an issue for many of our members, for many different reasons. Physicians have been trained to fly solo, to think and practice independently—to be that “one doctor who knows what’s going on.” Forming larger groups may result in some loss of individuality and autonomy, but if you speak to colleagues in larger groups, they generally agree that the overall gains for physicians outweigh these sacrifices.

OK, change gears. On January 13th we had a reception at RIMS for the newly elected legislators in Rhode Island. This was the day after the blizzard, and surprisingly, at least to me, we had an excellent turnout despite the weather. Hearty legislators and many RIMS members from leadership, Council, PAC, and Public Laws turned out for a casual meet and greet. I had a great time there! It was a nice opportunity to get to know several of our newest representatives. We had some personal and thoughtful discussions about issues, which for me at least, were rather encouraging about the future! Hopefully, they won’t get burned out or worn down too fast.

Our legislative agenda: the “I’m sorry” legislation; repeal of the provider tax; freedom to delegate “prior auth” for imaging; a tax on sugar-containing beverages; immunity for those administering naloxone in drug overdoses; immunity for PA’s serving in a disaster or emergency situation; primary seatbelts; ignition interlock for DUI; marriage equality, and stricter regulation on teens using tanning salons. We have met with Senate President Teresa Paiva-Weed, Senator Domenic Ruggerio, and House Majority Leader Nicholas Mattiello to discuss our legislative agenda.
In early February, Drs. Damle, Migliori, Mr. Steve DeToy and I headed to Washington for the AMA National leadership and Advocacy meeting. That was eye opening for me in terms of how relatively good we have it compared to other parts of the country. The AMA has 4 major items on its legislative agenda this year, which we discussed in our meetings with the RI delegation: the SGR fix (currently good till end of December 2011), Medicare private contracting, truth in advertising (i.e., credentials of practitioners), and liability reform.

Back home, we met with UnitedHealthcare to discuss United’s Premium Designation Program, which was to be rolled out simultaneously in all 39 markets where United has a foothold. The program is supposedly one of quality and efficiency. The measures reportedly are evidence-based, take into account a case mix adjustment, and require at least 10 data points to report. There is an appeal process before results are posted online. Physicians and patients will have online access to this data. This will feed in to select reimbursement incentives. As in the past, we expressed concerns for the accuracy of data, the soundness of the methodology and the usefulness of the information.

MinuteClinic has apparently again postponed plans to open locations here in Rhode Island. As I mentioned in the last newsletter, our RIMS leadership team met with the leadership of MinuteClinic back in November to discuss their plans to enter the state. At that time, they accepted our invitation to them to address the February RIMS Council meeting. However, prior to that Council meeting, they apparently withdrew their plans to open locations here in RI. We will keep an ear to the ground.

We bade farewell to Dr. David Gifford, Director of Health. At our last meeting with him in February, we reminisced a bit and reviewed a long list of topics of mutual interest, from our legislative agenda to regulatory issues. We wished him well in his new endeavors, but also encouraged him to stay involved with us on advocacy, particularly areas he was passionate about.

I was pleased that RIMS member Dr. Michael Fine was appointed Interim Director of Health, while the search continues for a new Director. We met with Dr. Fine in March and again in April. He is still seeing patients at the ACI, which is admirable. Although I can only imagine the incredible time and budgetary constraints the Director has to deal with, wouldn’t it be fantastic if the Director of Health was able to see patients for even a half day per month in any setting, just to keep a finger on the pulse of what clinicians struggle with?

I reluctantly accepted the resignation of Nick Tsiongas as president of the Rhode Island Medical Political Action Committee. We graciously thanked him for his years of service to the organization in this capacity. Big shoes to fill, but Mickey Silver has agreed to serve as RIMPAC president, and Elaine Jones agreed to step up to Treasurer. I have asked Brandon Maugham to serve as the resident representative, and Mark Schwager and Chris Luttman to join the board of directors of RIMPAC as well.

We recently met with Ed Quinlan, President of the Hospital Association of Rhode Island and Craig Sayata, HARI’s government relations director, to discuss areas of mutual interest.

In addition, Daren Girard, current president of RIACEP, Steve DeToy and I met with Craig Stenning, Director of BHDDH, regarding the issue of ED psych holding. We are seeking more transparency in the process of psychiatric placement.

I continue to represent RIMS on the Special Senate Commission to Study Cost Containment, Efficiency, and Transparency in the Delivery of Quality Patient Care and Access by Hospitals. The Commission’s recommendations were released at the end of March and are summarized elsewhere in this newsletter. I also serve on the Rhode Island Health Promotion Policy Council and HealthCare Community Exchange Council (of BCBSRI, along with Dr. Nitin Damle, Dr. Marlene Cutitar, Dr. Phil Rizzuto and many others).

Finally, at the April meeting of the RIMS Council, we hosted Lieutenant Governor Elizabeth Roberts and her Chief Counsel, Jennifer Wood. Many of you read the minutes and commented. Glad you are reading this stuff! And I am grateful she took the time to write a response to clarify our minutes. She is sincerely interested in including providers in the health care reform process.

That’s all for now. ❖
ACOs, continued

Additional basic requirements for federal recognition as an ACO include a governing board and a formal legal structure through which shared savings payments can be distributed to the ACO’s professional and institutional participants. An ACO must also be able to provide regular reports to CMS and to the public regarding participants, governance, quality and expenses; and it must commit to participating in Medicare as an ACO for at least three years at a time.

ACOs were conceived to provide a unique opportunity for physicians to take the initiative in creating and being the leaders of new models for integrated health care delivery.

The government’s prime objective with the ACO program, of course, is to save money for Medicare while maintaining the quality of patient care. However, it is clearly not the expectation of federal policy-makers that ACOs will become the dominant model for delivering and paying for health care, at least not any time soon. CMS is saying that it expects only 75 to 140 or so ACOs nationwide to begin operations next year.

In essence, then, ACOs are another experimental step in the government’s search for structures and formulas that simultaneously control cost and promote quality.

Will they fly?

Some observers question the economic viability of ACOs and doubt that they will attract many participants at all. Some already dismiss the ACO idea as old wine in new bottles – or worse, as potentially costly dead-ends for doctors who venture into them.

Naturally, the answers come down to dollars and cents. Are the numbers realistic? Are they sufficient to have the desired impact on cost and quality in the long term?

CMS proposes to pay physicians in ACOs under the familiar Medicare Part B fee-for-service schedule. To establish annual benchmarks for ACOs, CMS will look back at six months’ past claims experience of the Medicare population that CMS attributes to the ACO [a problematic process in itself: see below], aggregate it, and convert it to a per-beneficiary benchmark as a spending target for the coming year.

Providence attorney Don E. Wineberg of the firm Chace Ruttenberg and Freedman suggests some simple calculations to get a rough idea of the possibilities. Nationwide, Medicare’s average actual expense per beneficiary in 2009 was $10,400. Taking that number as a hypothetical ACO capitation benchmark and assuming that the ACO a) chooses to optimize its gain-sharing by accepting downside risk from day one and b) is very successful in achieving both high efficiency and high quality, then the ACO would earn the maximum return, which is capped at 10% of its benchmark. That would amount to $1040 per beneficiary or $5.2 million for an ACO that has the minimum enrollment of 5000 Medicare beneficiaries.

Alternatively, if that same successful ACO more cautiously participates only in upside gain-sharing in the first two years, its maximum return would be $780 per Medicare beneficiary or $3.9 million per year.

Would such numbers be sufficient to stimulate and sustain ACOs, given the necessity of sharing among the ACO participants and bearing in mind that gain-sharing will be contingent and prorated, based upon the ACO’s success in demonstrating sufficient quality in five “domains” involving 65 quality measures?

Moreover, ACOs are likely to have start-up costs that will need to be amortized. The ten ACO pilots, which started in 2005 in various parts of the country, incurred start-up costs of $1.76 million on average. [And, by the way, when all was said and done, most of those ten pilots actually earned little or nothing in shared savings between 2005 and 2009.]

One additional caveat: CMS plans to withhold 25% of shared savings as a hedge against future losses that the ACO might incur and be required to share in as well.

Another sample calculation

RIMS’ legal Counsel Jeffrey F. Chase-Lubitz took a different approach in gauging how an ACO might work [or not work] for physicians. In Providence County, Medicare spent an average of $9,024 per Medicare beneficiary (fee-for-service) in 2008. Multiplying that number by the ACO minimum of 5000 Medicare beneficiaries yields a total potential benchmark budget of $45,120,000 within which the ACO would have to provide the full spectrum of care to those beneficiaries for one year.

Assuming that the ACO succeeded in reducing hospital admissions by fully 10% in that year (from about 1600 to about 1440 in Providence County) and assuming further that each such admission is worth about $12,800 to Medicare, then the ACO would realize savings of $2,048,000 or 4.54% of its benchmark. For a small ACO that opted cautiously for upside sharing only with no downside risk, Medicare would claim the first 3.9% of the benchmark ($1,759,680), leaving just $288,320 available for sharing. Between zero and 50% of that amount [i.e., up to $144,160, depending on the ACO’s success in returning good quality measures] could be returned to the ACO to amortize its start-up costs and distribute among its participants. Medicare would keep the remainder.

Alternatively, a small ACO could opt to place itself at down-side risk from the start and thereby reduce

Gain-sharing will be contingent upon good scores on 65 quality measures.

How achievable are the benchmarks set by CMS likely to be?
the initial threshold for sharing from 3.9% to 2%, producing $1,145,600 available for sharing under the above scenario. How much of that $1,145,600 would actually be returned to the ACO in shared savings could vary from zero up to a maximum of 60% ($687,360), depending again upon the ACOs simultaneous success in meeting 65 measures across five “domains” of quality. [See “Quality reporting” below.]

Again, a further caveat is that CMS will impose a 25% withhold, which will reduce the flow of shared savings.

**Surprise: ACOs will share in losses as well as savings**

Under Section 3022 of the year-old federal health care reform law, the formation of ACOs is incentivized by the promise that ACO participants will share in the eventual savings to Medicare. But when the new regulatory proposal came out at the end of March, it included downside risk as well as upside rewards.

Sharing of both savings and losses would kick in only when there is a difference, whether positive or negative, of at least 2% between the benchmark and the actual experience for the calendar year. The smallest ACOs (those closer to the minimum of 5000 Medicare patients) would have to better their benchmark by almost twice as much – 3.9% – in order to trigger shared savings. After the minimum differentials are reached or exceeded, ACO and CMS will roughly split the difference retroactively, up to a capped proportion in relation to the original benchmark. The cap would vary between 7.5% and 10% of the benchmark, with the higher percentage reserved for ACOs that are also exposed to downside risk.

ACOs can choose to be at risk for losses from the start or to postpone downside risk until the third year of their operation; however, by the third year and in all subsequent three-year agreements, all ACOs will be “accountable” for downside risk as well as upside savings, according to the proposed regulations. The shared loss arrangement would roughly mirror shared savings. That is, if losses amount to at least 2% of the benchmark, CMS and the ACO would split the negative difference roughly in half, up to a cap of 5% of the benchmark for a fully at-risk ACO in the first year, up to 7.5% in the second year, and up to 10% in the third. For those ACOs that opt to postpone risk-sharing until the third year, a loss cap of 5% would be applied only in that last year.

The proposed ACO regulations foresee a sliding scale of thresholds for gain-sharing, ranging between 2% and 3.9%, depending upon the size of the ACO. Citing the experience of the ten government ACO pilot programs during 2005–2009, the American Medical Group Association estimates that the proposed 2% threshold for shared savings will be a challenge for ACOs to achieve and that the 3.9% threshold foreseen for the smallest ACOs will be “very difficult.”

**Quality reporting**

Even if an ACO succeeds in substantially improving upon its spending benchmark, actually sharing in any of the realized savings is contingent upon, and proportional to, good scores on sixty-five quality measures distributed across five “domains” of patient care. Each domain is weighted equally in a point system that totals 130 points (two points for each of the 65 measures).

The five domains are: patient experience; care coordination; patient safety; preventive health; and at-risk/frail elderly health. The measures and the domains may expand in the future to include things like hospice care and nursing home measures.

A closer look at the five domains offers some clues to the government’s thinking and betting. The domain of “care coordination,” for example, includes a subcategory called “management of ambulatory sensitive conditions.” It turns out that these “conditions” include the following seven disease categories: diabetes with short-term complications; diabetes with long-term complications; COPD; heart failure; dehydration; pneumonia; and urinary tract infection. The quality measures for these seven conditions account for 14 out of the total 130 quality points.

**Where will the savings come from?**

CMS believes that the number of hospital admissions and readmissions for these “ambulatory sensitive conditions” are an index to how well the outpatient primary care system is functioning. CMS further assumes that managing those same “ambulatory sensitive conditions” is a key to significant savings through lower rates of hospital admission and readmission.

For those contemplating the formation of an ACO, it might appear that partnering with a hospital might invite internal disharmonies, since shared savings would be unlikely to fully offset the financial consequences of a lower inpatient census for the institution.

**CMS will control the benchmarks and quality measures**

Every ACO will be assigned its own new benchmark annually, based on recent claims experience for the ACO’s retroactively assigned Medicare patient population and adjusted in light of nationwide spending trends. How reasonable, challenging or achievable are the benchmarks set by CMS likely to be? The answer may vary from
year to year and from ACO to ACO. CMS plans to apply managed care’s “hierarchical condition categories” risk-adjustment methodology to ACO populations.

**Definition of “primary care physician”**
The federal health care reform law and the proposed regulations call for each ACO to be built on a foundation of primary care physicians, who are defined as general internists, family physicians and geriatricians. This definition may be contested by other specialty groups who seek more direct inclusion in the ACO model. Already the Neuropathy Association and the American Academy of Neurology are promoting legislation in Congress [S. 597] which would amend the ACA’s definition of “primary care physician” to include neurologists.

“**Meaningful use**” will be required of at least 50% of ACO primary care physicians by the ACO’s second year of operation
This requirement may prove to be a barrier for some would-be ACOs, especially in underserved and rural areas of the country. Perhaps the final regulations will drop this requirement. After all, given the incentives that already exist under the HITECH Act for achieving “meaningful use” of electronic health records, the inclusion of an additional requirement under the ACO regulations may have little additional impact.

**ACOs will not control their assigned population of beneficiaries**
Patients will remain free to seek care wherever they like. CMS will automatically assign (and reassign) patients to ACOs, based retroactively on Medicare claims data that indicate where the patient has been seeking the greatest proportion of his or her care. Thus, snowbirds may present a challenge to the ACO model.

**What about HIPAA?**
The proposed data sharing and information technology provisions of the ACO regulations suggest that ACOs should be prepared to shoulder some extra burdens for HIPAA compliance. CMS proposes to provide ACOs not only with aggregated data on the Medicare population the ACO serves, but also, upon the ACO’s request, individually identifiable beneficiary information. No doubt ACOs will need such information to improve care coordination and overcome inefficiencies. However, since ACO participants may include both “covered entities” and “business associates” in HIPAA parlance, ACOs will need to have all necessary “Business Associate Agreements” in place and otherwise be up to snuff with HIPAA.

**What about antitrust?**
In the past, independent medical practices and other competitors who cooperated in sharing information and resources without being financially and/or clinically integrated risked draconian anti-trust sanctions. Now, to encourage collaboration and coordination, the Justice Department and the Federal Trade Commission propose to amend their rules to define new safety zones for ACO participants. However, antitrust enforcement against “non-competitive behavior” is not going away. Physicians will need to familiarize themselves with the new rules and make sure they get good legal advice.

**What about Stark (self-referral) and anti-kickback laws?**
Here again, the federal authorities propose to carve out safety zones to permit ACOs to function and engage in collaborative gain-sharing. The initial new proposals were published on March 31 and are currently open for public comment. ACO aspirants will have to follow these developments carefully and make sure to be in compliance.

**What about future payment models?**
The proposed regulations are predicated on fee-for-service Medicare, but clearly CMS is planning more bundled payments in the future, with more global fees for “episodes” of care. ACOs forming now need to anticipate changes coming soon in the payment structure used by Medicare and commercial payers.

**Will CMS stick to the January 1, 2012, start date for ACOs?**
Straws in the wind suggest the implementation schedule will slip. The public comment periods close on or before June 6, after which CMS and the other agencies may take months to digest the feedback and draft final regulations. ACO applicants will have to move quickly once the final ground rules are known. A secondary start date of July 1, 2012, was already foreseen in the proposed regulations and required a 3.5 year commitment rather than three years. Perhaps July 1, 2012, will, by default or by regulation, become the real start date for everyone.

**How significant will the differences be between the proposed ACO regulations issued on March 31 and the final version that we will see at an unknown time later this year?**
Changes may be highly significant for some ACO applicants and insignificant for others. Early movers may have an advantage, if they are reading the tea leaves and their own circumstances correctly. On the other hand, early movers may find themselves tripped up if the regulators change their ACO vision in unanticipated ways.
RI Senate commission on hospital costs releases report

At the end of March after four months of study, a state Senate commission including RIMS President Gary Bubly, MD, and sixteen other citizens released findings and recommendations regarding hospital costs.

The Special Senate Commission to Study Cost Containment, Efficiency and Transparency in the Delivery of Quality Patient Care and Access by Hospitals, chaired by Senator Joshua Miller [D-Cranston], made the following recommendations, some of which are already reflected in new legislation that is currently before the General Assembly:

- Supporting the “affordability standards” that the Office of the Health Insurance Commissioner has outlined for health insurers, including OHIC’s requirement that payers direct more resources to primary care.
- Establishing a provider payment reform task force.
- Implementing alternative payment models, including greater use of global or bundled payments for hospitals and doctors, with the possibility of requiring a complete transition by 2014.
- Enhancing transparency in the hospital rate-setting and negotiation process.
- Requiring all patients to designate a primary care provider.
- Reducing readmission rates (currently over 20% for adults in Rhode Island within thirty days of discharge); “safe transitions” programs are seen as a key to such reductions.
- Creating an all-payer claims database within the RI Department of Health. [Lack of funding for such a project is a major obstacle to realizing this idea. RIMS has reservations about the usefulness of any system that gathers only claims data.]
- Recommitting to comprehensive, statewide health system planning, as is required by the RI Coordinated Health Planning Act of 2006 but has lacked funding.
- Expanding options for hospital emergency departments to perform behavioral health evaluations and enable less costly, more effective behavioral interventions.
- Exploring possibilities for interstate coordination of certificate of need processes and moving toward a regional approach to health system needs.

The complete Senate Commission report is available online at www.rilin.state.ri.us/SpecialReports

Information for consumers on health system reform

The “Health Care and You Coalition” has launched a website http://www.healthcareandyou.org designed to give consumers state-by-state information about how the national health care reform act affects them. Members of the Coalition are the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American College of Physicians, the American Medical Association, the American Nurses Association, the National Community Pharmacists Association, the AARP, the American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network, and the Catholic Health Association.

“The Point” is a central resource for RI seniors, disabled

The Rhode Island Department of Elderly Affairs offers a central, one-stop resource that can connect seniors, adults with disabilities and their caregivers with a variety of social services for families caring for loved ones at home. “The Point” (401-462-4444, www.ThePointRI.org) has multilingual benefit specialists who are trained in the needs of the elderly and adults with disabilities. The Point can provide information, referrals, and access to short-term case management and long-term care services. The Point is funded by a grant from the federal Administration on Aging. More information is available from Deborah Correia Morales at Quality Partners of RI: 401-528-3249 or DMorales@riqio.sdps.org.

Patient Centered Medical Home Accreditation Guidelines from AAFP, AAP, ACP, & AOA

On March 8, the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the American College of Physicians (ACP), and the American Osteopathic Association (AOA) released joint Guidelines for Patient-Centered Medical Home Recognition & Accreditation Programs building upon Joint Principles of the Patient-Centered Medical Home issued by the four groups in February 2007. More information is available at http://www.aap.org/advocacy/releases/pcmh3811.pdf.
You are invited to attend RIQI’s second Health IT Expo

Navigating Health Information Technology to Enhance Patient Care

Wednesday, May 18, 2011
5 to 9 pm
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Warwick, RI

The Health IT Expo is free for all RI providers, their staff, and other members of the healthcare community. The Expo is valuable for those who want to learn more about health information technology and how it can improve the quality, safety, and value of healthcare throughout Rhode Island.

Join us for the following:

- Keynote presentation: Thomas Tsang, MD, MPH, Medical Director, Meaningful Use and Quality, Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology
- Providers’ panel: EHR lessons learned
- Meaningful Use forum: Questions & Answers with experts
- RI REC’s Vendor Marketplace: EHR software and technical services exhibitors

A light dinner buffet will be served.

Register at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/RIRECExpoMay2011

RI Regional Extension Center
Rhode Island Quality Institute
(888) 858-4815 (option “4”) or RIREC@riqi.org

The RI Regional Extension Center (RI REC) is a service of the Rhode Island Quality Institute, a non-profit organization dedicated to improving the healthcare system in Rhode Island. To learn more, visit www.DocEHRtalk.org.

The REC and its services are made possible through a grant from the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology with US Department of Health and Human Services support.
U.S. court backs AMA, halts “red flag” implementation

A U.S. Court of Appeals has validated the AMA’s tenacious stand against the Federal Trade Commission on the “red flags” issue. For years the FTC has asserted that physicians are “creditors” and are therefore subject to the Red Flag Rule, which requires financial institutions to adopt procedures and protocols to protect clients against identity theft. The FTC has argued that doctors and dentists are “creditors” because they accept delayed payments for their services.

The Appeals Court found the regulations of the FTC are invalid in light of last December’s Red Flag Program Clarification Act of 2010, which the AMA successfully pressed Congress to enact. Thus, the AMA has fought the “red flag” issue on regulatory, legislative and judicial fronts to protect doctors from government overreach.

A year ago, the Litigation Center of the AMA and the State Medical Societies and other physician groups filed a federal lawsuit to stop the FTC from extending “red flags” to doctors. Further litigation is now obviated by the March 2011 Appeals Court ruling. The AMA’s lawsuit has therefore been formally terminated. More information is available at: http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/news/news/ama-welcomes-clarification-red-flags-rule.page.

AMA urges changes in health IT program

The AMA and 37 specialty societies have sent a strong letter to the Obama Administration calling for more flexibility in the next stages of Medicare’s electronic health records (EHR) incentive program. The Administration’s draft recommendations, now pending, would significantly expand the Stage 1 requirements, including bi-directional data exchange. The AMA is pushing for greater flexibility for individual practices and circumstances, rather than a rigid, one-size-fits-all approach. The AMA comment letter is available at: http://www.ama-assn.org/ama1/pub/upload/mm/399/comments-hitpc-proposed-measures-25feb2011.pdf. The AMA continues to seek input from both the state and specialty societies on meaningful use of EHRs and advocate for reasonable requirements.

AMA introduces AMAGINE™, health IT solutions platform for physicians

The AMAGINE™ physician platform has successfully completed pilot testing and is now available to physicians nationwide.

Amagine, Inc., a subsidiary of the American Medical Association (AMA), is now offering physicians a new, affordable, easy and individualized way to step into the electronic world.

The system offers physicians three different electronic medical record products, electronic prescribing software, claims management, clinical decision support and reference tools. The choices include Dr. First, Allscripts, DocSite, WellCentive, CareTracker, Quest Care360, and NextGen, among others. The platform helps physicians determine their own practice needs, select the right system and qualify for federal health IT incentives.

Subscriptions to the Internet-based AMAGINE™ platform range from $20 per physician per month for electronic prescribing to $300 per physician per month for a complete electronic medical records system.

The AMAGINE™ platform has been pilot tested by the Michigan State Medical Society and its members since 2009.

More information is available at www.amagine.com.

AMA members have a clear advantage.

Learn what we can do for you.

Gain valuable career management resources and support. Activate your AMA membership today.

www.ama-assn.org
We can make Electronic Medical Records (EMR) and healthcare IT financing affordable.

We listened to your needs
At Webster, we realize that converting to EMR or upgrading to other healthcare IT solutions for your practice can be expensive. That’s why we’ve created a financing package especially tailored to meet the complete banking relationship needs of our healthcare clients.

- Comprehensive
- Flexible
- Cost-effective

We create a solution just for you
Here’s why Webster’s EMR and other healthcare IT financing packages could be the best option for your practice:

- Check access revolving line of credit up to $500,000 to finance EMR hardware, software, training costs and healthcare IT solutions*

- Interest-only for up to a one-year period at competitive rates*

- Outstanding line of credit balance will convert at the end of the Interest-only period to a term loan for up to 5 years

- Up to 100% financing available

For more information contact Joe Lopes at (508) 991-2646 or via email at jlopes@websterbank.com.

WebsterBank.com

* All credit products, pricing and overdraft protection are subject to the normal credit approval process. Some applications may require further consideration and/or supplemental information. Certain terms and conditions may apply. At no time shall the line of credit interest rate be less than 5% and the term loan rate less than 6%. SBA guaranteed products may also be subject to additional terms, conditions and fees. Requires a Webster business checking account which must be opened prior to loan closing and which must be used for auto-deduct of loan payment.

The Webster Symbol, Webster Bank and Webster We Find a Way are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
“Shred-it is the right prescription for your HIPAA headache.”

Government legislation. Budget restrictions. Patient privacy. They don’t need to be a headache. Nationwide, companies like yours are turning to Shred-it for realistic solutions to their immediate security concerns, and HIPAA compliance mandates.

Shred-it is the world’s largest on-site document destruction and recycling company. Servicing more U.S. healthcare organizations than any other company, Shred-it is the medical industry’s choice for secure, cost-effective shredding.

Alleviate your HIPAA headache. Call for a FREE Estimate.

1 800 69-SHRED • www.shredit.com
Background  At its regular February meeting, the RIMS Council approved the statement below as a summary of the Medical Society's position with regard to prior authorization requirements that many, perhaps most, third-party payers in the U.S. now impose upon physicians and their patients for a variety of services. Concern about prior authorization (also known as “prospective utilization review”) currently runs high in Rhode Island because of relatively new policies imposed by the state’s largest insurer, Blue Cross, with respect to non-emergent, high-end imaging studies. RIMS’ statement applies most immediately to imaging, but it is also intended to be generic enough with regard to the spectrum of pre-authorization requirements that payers commonly impose upon tests, procedures, pharmaceuticals and referrals as a strategy that has proven effective in reducing utilization. RIMS finds that unfocused use of prior authorization requirements imposes wasteful burdens that affect primary care and subspecialty physicians and their patients and unnecessarily introduce inefficiencies into the health care system. RIMS has shared the statement below with all local payers. In addition, RIMS is seeking relief for doctors through legislative channels. These are just the latest efforts by RIMS in more than ten years of work to avert, and more recently to ameliorate, prior authorization requirements in Rhode Island.

RIMS issues policy statement on prior authorization

Prospective Utilization Review (“Prior Authorization”) for advanced medical imaging: A RIMS Policy Statement

The Rhode Island Medical Society (RIMS) opposes the indiscriminate use of prospective utilization review (“prior authorization”) by health plans as a technique to control the utilization levels of a growing variety of products and services for patients. Broad imposition of prior authorization requirements by third-party payers impedes optimal patient care and has seriously degraded the efficiency of care delivery in Rhode Island in recent months and years. While blanket prior authorization rules may produce apparent savings for insurers in the short term, these same rules impose insidious burdens throughout the health care delivery system, particularly upon the fragile infrastructure of primary care, which bears the brunt of the prior authorization onus. The false economies of unfocused prior authorization programs inevitably diminish patient access to appropriate care and drive up costs in both the short and long term.

This paper addresses the use of prior authorization requirements in the specific area of advanced medical imaging.

Advanced medical imaging has come to play a critical role in the practice of high quality, cost-effective medicine. There can be no question that judicious use of today’s highly sophisticated imaging modalities enhances diagnostic precision and results in better care for patients, as well as long-term efficiencies and overall savings to the health care system. That said, the rising use and attendant high cost of advanced medical imaging are matters that deserve attention, both nationally and in Rhode Island.

Payers locally and nationally have responded to the rise of utilization and cost by hiring vendors that specialize in reducing the volume of elective, non-emergent, advanced imaging studies. These vendors achieve these reductions primarily by the technique of requiring prior authorization.

The legitimate objective of any imaging management program can only be to achieve consistently optimal efficiency in the provision of consistently optimal patient care. In practice, however, indiscriminately broad implementation has exposed prior authorization to be little more than a crude cost-cutting measure that is insensitive to the needs of patients and unfairly punitive to the great majority of hard-working, competent and conscientious physicians. Prior authorization should be the last tool out of the box, not the first.

RIMS advocates for a high quality, comprehensive, longitudinal and cost conscious health care system with access for all. RIMS supports efforts to contain costs through the coordinated, patient-centered, evidence-based, and efficient medical practice.

In no case does RIMS condone the imposition of prior authorization requirements purely or primarily as a strategy to reduce costs and utilization. Prior authorization may have limited usefulness in promoting appropriate utilization if implemented with the following attributes:

Collaborative education: Health plans that endeavor to manage imaging utilization have the responsibility to collect accurate and complete data and to provide clinicians with individual imaging profiles that include comparisons with state and national patterns on a twice yearly or other appropriate interval based on volume and performance improvement goals. Outliers may be educated in the appropriate use of advanced medical imaging based on guidelines developed by national medical specialty societies.

Selective focus: Any program of prior authorization should focus first on identifying and working with those individual professionals whose ordering and prescribing patterns appear to depart from community norms and from guidelines developed and promulgated by national medical specialty societies. Prior authorization mechanics should leverage the capacity of electronic records, predictive
algorithms and other technical advances. Only persistent outliers who fail to respond to education should be required to seek prior authorization for advanced medical imaging, and then only as long as they remain outliers in their ordering patterns.

Administrative efficiency: Streamlined processes should guide the ordering physician to the best test or, as the case may be, to no test, for the patient's clinical condition. As currently implemented by some payers in Rhode Island, prior authorizations are excessively time-consuming and approvals generally entail delays of one to two business days. Such delays are disruptive to patient care. Ordering physicians should have the option to obtain prior authorization themselves or delegate the task to imaging centers. Prior authorizations for all health plans should follow standard processes and use the same format to capture all necessary information for a particular imaging test. Demographic information required from ordering physicians should be limited to the patient's name and policy number.

Transparency in recognizing costs: Prior authorizations entail substantial administrative cost both to insurers and to medical offices. Physicians' time spent securing prior authorizations for particular services is not recognized in the “work” component of the RBRVS system and is therefore wholly uncompensated. This is unacceptable and must be addressed to make medical offices whole for performing the extra work imposed by insurers. Moreover, any valid measure of the cost-effectiveness of a prior authorization program must include the full continuum of costs, including physicians' incurred costs and fair compensation.

Scientific integrity: Criteria for approval must be based upon the best scientific evidence as developed and validated by national medical specialty societies.

“Prior Authorization” controversy sparks a U.S. Senate investigation of MedSolutions; process is found “burdensome and confusing”

Investigative reporting by the Wilmington, Delaware, News Journal a year ago touched off parallel investigations by the U.S. Senate Commerce Committee and the Delaware Insurance Commission. The story eventually got national exposure on NBC news, and the flood of negative publicity prompted Blue Cross of Delaware to terminate MedSolutions of Tennessee as the Blues' vendor for prospective utilization review (“prior authorization”) for high-end imaging studies.

Both the Senate Committee and the state Commission issued reports on their findings on April 15, 2011.

The case that attracted public, regulatory and Senatorial attention to health plans’ prior authorization requirements was the experience of one forty-five year-old man who came close to dying in February 2010 after MedSolutions had repeatedly rejected his nuclear stress test as medically unnecessary.

Noteworthy is the fact that the Rhode Island Chapter of the American College of Cardiology proactively succeeded in getting MedSolutions and BCBSRI to modify their protocols, specifically in the area of nuclear cardiac imaging. Perhaps the Delaware incident would have been prevented in Rhode Island, thanks to the vigilance and activism of the local ACC.

In any case, after months of study, the U.S. Senate Commerce Committee, chaired by Senator Jay Rockefeller, found that the “pre-authorization process is burdensome and confusing for consumers and health care providers” and that “many medically appropriate test requests were likely denied on ‘administrative’ [i.e., essentially clerical rather than clinical] grounds.”

The Senate investigators also found that MedSolutions’ “Cardiac Imaging Guidelines” “diverge in key ways from the ‘appropriate use criteria’ established by the American College of Cardiology. This conflict created situations in which MedSolutions denied requests for tests that the cardiologists’ professional guidelines deemed appropriate. “Moreover, MedSolutions' failure to develop its ‘evidence-based’ guidelines through a transparent process leaves it vulnerable to criticisms that the purpose of MedSolutions’ guidelines is to deny test requests, rather than reflect the strongest available scientific evidence.”

However, the Senators also found that doctors themselves do not always comply with professional guidelines in ordering tests and that MedSolutions properly denied requests for inappropriate tests in some cases.

Risk-adjustment: Any valid comparison of clinicians based on their utilization rates must systematically take into account differences in patient populations and adjust for such differences.

In sum, the Medical Society opposes the current overuse of prior authorization for imaging studies and recommends a carefully targeted educational and collaborative approach to resolving questions of appropriateness in utilization. Insurers have an obligation to collect, manage and share complete and accurate data and to use such data to focus their utilization review activity, always with the goal of optimal patient care provided with optimal efficiency.
RIMS wins high marks (again) from ACCME

For the fifth time in a row, covering a span of twenty years, the national Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education has renewed the Rhode Island Medical Society’s recognition as the Ocean State’s official accrediting agency for hospital CME programs through 2015. The ACCME found RIMS to be compliant with all thirty-six elements of ACCME’s “Markers of Equivalancy.” The evaluation was based on RIMS’ application, evidence of performance and a survey team interview. The four-year recognition awarded to RIMS is the maximum normally available to state medical societies; it indicates once again that the accreditation services RIMS offers to all hospitals in Rhode Island are of consistently high quality.

Members of the RIMS Committee on Continuing Medical Education are the Chair, Patrick Sweeney, MD, PhD, MPH, Glenn G. Fort, MD, of Landmark Medical Center, Jonathan Gates, MD, of Kent County Hospital; Miriam Giles of Coastal Care Medical Management; Daniel Harrop, III, MD; Mark Mancini, MD, of Westerly Hospital; Louis J. Marino, Jr., MD, of Butler Hospital; Scott Wang, MD, of Newport Hospital [temporarily represented by Tosca Carpenter]; and Bernard Zimmermann, MD, of Roger Williams Medical Center. RIMS staff support is provided by Catherine Norton.

RIMS President Gary Bubly, MD, praised Dr. Sweeney, Ms. Norton and the Committee members for their diligence in staying abreast of the continually evolving requirements of CME. The RIMS Council congratulated Dr. Sweeney and the Committee by acclamation on April 4.

The ACCME is comprised of the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, the American Board of Medical Specialties, the Association for Hospital Medical Education, the Association of American Medical Colleges, the Council of Medical Specialty Societies, and the Federation of State Medical Boards of the U.S.

Marlene Cutitar, MD named RIMWA Woman Physician of the Year

The Rhode Island Medical Women’s Association (RIMWA) honored Marlene Cutitar, MD, as the 2011 Woman Physician of the Year. Lt. Governor Elizabeth Roberts gave welcoming remarks at RIMWA’s 30th Annual Meeting held on May 3. Dr. Cutitar serves on the RIMS Council and Executive Committee and is immediate past president of the RI Chapter of the American College of Surgeons.

BRIEFLY NOTED

ROBERT H. JANIGAN, JR., MD, is the new president of the Rhode Island Society of Eye Physicians and Surgeons, succeeding PHILIP R. RIZZUTO, MD. DAVID R. RIVERA, MD, is Vice President. FRANCIS FIGUEROA, MD, is Secretary. MAGDALENA KRYZSTOLIK, MD, is Treasurer. Dr. Rizzuto is now chair of EyePAC. Terms of office are two years.

MELISSA LUDWIG, MD, is the new president of the Rhode Island Psychiatric Society, succeeding RUSSELL PET, MD. JAMES K. SULLIVAN, MD, is president-elect. ARNOLDO BERGES, MD, is Secretary-Treasurer. ANDREA MERNAN, MD, represents the Psychiatric Society on the Council of the Rhode Island Medical Society. Terms of office are two years.

AMA Board of Trustees has appointed PETER A. HOLLMANN, MD, to serve as Chair of the Current Procedural Technology (CPT) Editorial Panel, effective in June for a two-year term. Dr. Hollmann, who has served on the Trustee-appointed CPT Panel since 2003, will succeed Dr. William Thorwarth, a radiologist from North Carolina. Dr. Hollmann has served on the RIMS Council continuously in various capacities since 1990, originally as Speaker of the RIMS House of Delegates. He is currently Rhode Island’s Alternate Delegate to the AMA.

DAVID R. GIFFORD, MD, MPH, is the new Senior Vice President of Quality and Regulatory Affairs for the American Health Care Association and National Center for Assisted Living. The AHCA/NCAL is headquartered in Washington, DC, and serves the long-term care provider community. Dr. Gifford stepped down as Rhode Island’s Director of Health in February 2011 after seven years in that position.

MICHAEL D. FINE, MD, was appointed by Governor Chafee to serve as Interim Director of the Rhode Island Department of Health while the state conducts a search for a successor to Dr. David R. Gifford, who stepped down in February and is now a Senior Vice President at the American Health Care Association and National Center for Assisted Living in Washington, DC.
RIMS NIGHT AT THE PAWSOX
Join your colleagues for this fun, family event!

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 2011
ALL YOU CAN EAT BBQ BUFFET 5:00 –7:00 PM
GAME TIME 7:05 PM
COST $30 PER PERSON
CHILDREN 3 & YOUNGER NO CHARGE

Return this form to the Rhode Island Medical Society, 235 Promenade Street, Suite 500, Providence RI 02908
Please respond by June 10, 2011.

Name: _____________________________________________

Number of Tickets: _____ Total Enclosed ________ $30 per ticket

Phone: ______________________ or Email: _________________________

You may pay by check (make payable to “Rhode Island Medical Society”) or by PayPal at www.rimed.org. Credit card payment is available by calling Sarah at the Society’s office, 401-528-3281. She will be happy to assist you.

PHILLIP R. LUKAS, MD, has received the 2011 Dr. Milton Hamosky Outstanding Physician Award from the medical staff of Rhode Island Hospital.

YUL D. EJNES, MD, former RIMS President, is Chair of the Board of Regents of the American College of Physicians. The ACP Board also includes two other Rhode Islanders: NITIN S. DAMLE, MD, President-Elect of RIMS, and MICHÈLE CYR, MD. The 29-member Board is the principal policy-making body of the ACP.

MARLENE CUTITAR, MD, is the Rhode Island Medical Woman’s Association 2011 Woman Physician of the Year. Dr. Cutitar is a member of the Executive Committee of the Rhode Island Medical Society.

STEVEN R. DETOY, RIMS’ Director of Government Relations and Public Affairs, has received a 2011 Community Partner Award from Dorcas Place for “outstanding leadership and sustained philanthropic support as a founding partner of the Rhode Island Welcome Back Center.” The Welcome Back Center helps foreign-trained health professionals apply their training in Rhode Island.

ROSEMARY MAHER, LICSW, Director of RIMS’ Physician Health Program, will be honored as Social Worker of the Year in Health/Mental Health by the Rhode Island Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers and the local NASW’s Annual Awards Celebration on Wednesday, June 22.

JEANNE LAMBREW, PHD, formerly of Portland, ME, and daughter of Portland cardiologist Costas “Gus” Lambrew, MD, has left the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to lead the newly consolidated health care office at the White House. Dr. Jeanne Lambrew is co-author with former Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle of Critical: What We Can Do About the Health-Care Crisis. Andrea Palm, former chief health advisor Hillary Clinton, is an assistant to Dr. Lambrew in her new White House post.
Exclusive Offer for RIMS Members:

FREE BOOKLET.

NO COMMITMENT.

NO CATCH.  JUST THE FACT$!

TITLE - THE IN$IDE FACT$:
Things Most Collection Agencies Won’t Tell You.

I.C. System’s newest booklet is filled with money-saving and money-generating collection-related facts, including:

- How to avoid the most costly collection mistake you can make
- How to quickly tell if an agency truly invests in COMPLIANCE
- What to be aware of regarding agency pricing
- And much more

To request your FREE booklet:

Visit www.icmemberbenefits.com

Call 800-279-3511

RIMS Members are eligible for FREE Bonus Services (valued at HUNDREDS/THOUSANDS of dollars) on select programs; ask for details.

I.C. System is very easy to use; always polite and courteous. Michele; Dugald Munro, MD

RIMS Member and an I.C. System client since 1983.
I’m an expert in this business.

When I opened my business, I couldn’t imagine all the things I’d become an expert in. Like hiring, medical billing and technology. But not insurance. Since Selective is my insurance company, I can scratch that one off the to-do list. They make insurance easy, affordable and secure for small businesses like mine – and yours.

To find out more, contact us today.

OceanPoint Insurance Agency, Inc.
Doug Mayhew
401-245-3900
www.OceanPointIns.com
dmayhew@oceanpointins.com
MedPAC Proposes 2012 Medicare Update

Unless Congress intervenes, Medicare actuaries now predict that Medicare payments to physicians will fall by 29.5% in 2012. The projection is contained in a recent letter to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC). The Commission is recommending that Congress avert such draconian cuts (as it did five times in 2010 alone) and act instead to increase payments for physician services by 1% in 2012.

In a report released March 15, the Commission noted that although a permanent fix to the sustainable growth rate (SGR) formula carries a very high price, the “mounting frustration in the provider community stemming from the uncertainty of future Medicare payments, with looming payment cuts in the balance” is not without its own unacceptably high cost. The report suggests that MedPAC will explore alternatives to the SGR and consider additional “levers for enhancing beneficiaries’ access to high-quality primary care.”

The MedPAC report notes that between 2006 and 2011 payments for primary care services increased by 22.5%, but more changes are necessary. Such changes could include “an expansion of nurses’ scope of practice in primary care” and reimbursement for “patient-clinician communication [by phone or email] when it avoids the need for office visits.”

The AMA has worked to educate Commissioners regarding the destructiveness of the multiple, temporary SGR fixes of the past ten years and the urgent need for a permanent solution.


www.CMElectures.org
Quality CME. Online. On your time and terms.

Physicians rely on exceptional clinical content: CMElectures.org/rims

- 135+ lectures covering 18 topics
- Original, timely, evidence-based
- Accredited by the ACCME
- Individual and institutional/hospital subscriptions available

Access CMElectures.org/rims today and sample one of 135 lectures, including:

HIV FOR THE PRIMARY CARE PRACTITIONER
Robert Bettiker, M.D., M.G.A.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND INTIMATE PARTNER AND CHILD ABUSE
Robert Geffner, Ph.D., ABPN, ABPP, Dawn A. Alley, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION TO HOSPITAL QUALITY AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
David B. Nash, M.D., M.B.A., Richard Jacoby, M.D.

CMS Limits RAC Documentation Requests

In response to advocacy by the AMA and other medical societies, RACs (Medicare Recovery Audit Contractors) are now limited to requesting 10 records in 45 days from offices with 5 or fewer physicians and non-physician practitioners.

This is a significant improvement over prior CMS proposals to base Additional Documentation Request (ADR) limits on a percentage of annual claims submitted, a methodology the AMA strongly and successfully opposed. The new ADR limits will be based on the physician or non-physician practitioner’s billing Tax Identification Number (TIN) as well as location. Examples and additional information are available from CMS at https://www.cms.gov/RAC/Downloads/PhyADR.pdf.

RIMS leadership attends AMA National Advocacy Conference

[L–R] AMA Delegate Michael Migliori, MD; Representative David Cicilline, RIMS President-elect, Nitin Damle, MD; and RIMS President Gary Bubly, MD; met in Washington, DC during the AMA National Advocacy Conference on February 8 to discuss SGR, liability reform, free contracting, and truth in advertising.

2011 Medicare benefits for preventive services

Effective in 2011 as part of the new federal health care reforms, Medicare patients no longer pay out-of-pocket deductibles or copayments for most preventive health services.

Beneficiaries covered through a Medicare Advantage plan may have a different mix of benefits, depending upon the plan. Most Medicare Advantage plans already offer Medicare-covered preventive services without cost-sharing.

In addition to the new annual wellness visit benefit (distinct from the one-time “welcome to Medicare physical,” which is only available to beneficiaries in the first year of their enrollment in Part B), the following preventive services now entail no out-of-pocket cost:

- **Breast cancer screening:** Yearly mammograms for women age 40 and older with Medicare.
- **Colorectal cancer screening:** This includes a flexible sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy for all beneficiaries age 50 or older.
- **Cervical cancer screening:** Pap smear and pelvic exams are available every two years, or annually for those at high risk.
- **Cardiovascular screenings:** Free blood test to check cholesterol, lipid and triglyceride levels offered every five years to all Medicare beneficiaries.
- **Diabetes:** Twice-a-year screening for those at risk.
- **Medical Nutrition therapy:** Available to help people manage diabetes or kidney disease.
- **Prostate cancer screening:** An annual digital rectal exam and PSA test for all male beneficiaries age 50 or older.
- **Bone mass measurements:** Available every two years to those at risk, or more often if medically necessary.
- **Abdominal aortic aneurysm screening:** Available to men ages 65 to 75 who have ever smoked.
- **HIV screening:** Available to those Medicare beneficiaries who are at increased risk or who ask for the test.
- **Vaccinations:** Annual flu shot, and vaccinations against pneumococcal pneumonia and hepatitis B.
We're not LIKE A Good Neighbor,
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The Good Neighbor Alliance
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Our passion protects your practice

Some insurers cap their defense costs or take them from your coverage limits. NORCAL Mutual does not.* We are committed to protecting you regardless of the cost. There is no cap on the value of the reputation you’ve earned.

Call RIMS Insurance Brokerage Corporation at 401.272.1050 to purchase your NORCAL Mutual coverage. Or, visit www.norcalmutual.com.

*Except for DataShield, our coverage enhancement for risks associated with information and network security. DataShield coverage limits include defense costs.
Physicians boost RI’s economic health by $4B a year

A study sponsored by the Rhode Island Medical Society and the American Medical Association shows that office-based physicians in the state generate $4 billion in revenue annually, provide $2.9 billion in total wages and benefits and support more than 15,000 jobs. Office-based physicians also generate some $185 million in state and local tax revenue in Rhode Island.

In releasing the study to local media, RIMS President Gary Bubly said the study quantifies for the first time some of the economic importance of creating a more positive environment for medical practice in Rhode Island. Attracting and retaining physicians in all specialties is vital not only for the future health of Rhode Islanders but also for the health of the Rhode Island economy. Currently, both the practice environment and the economy of Rhode Island are among the worst in the Northeast. Making the state hospitable to doctors benefits the Rhode Island population directly by bringing better access to health care and a strengthening the state economy.

In addition to the impressive direct economic impact measured in the study are the still greater and unmeasured economic benefits of maintaining a healthy and productive workforce and educational systems filled with students who are healthy and able to learn.

The study was conducted by The Lewin Group.